
MMA Stand Up Fighting Tips - Master the Art
of William Scanlan
Are you ready to take your MMA stand-up fighting skills to the next level? Look no
further, as we dive into the amazing art of stand-up fighting techniques with none
other than William Scanlan himself - an MMA legend and master of the craft.

The Importance of Stand Up Fighting in MMA

Stand up fighting is an essential aspect of mixed martial arts (MMA) competition.
While grappling and ground fighting play crucial roles, the ability to deliver
effective strikes and defend against them is what sets apart exceptional fighters
from the rest.

William Scanlan, a renowned MMA fighter, has mastered the art of stand-up
fighting by combining various disciplines like boxing, Muay Thai, kickboxing, and
more. His superior technique, agility, and power make him a force to be reckoned
with in the MMA world.
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1. Perfect Your Stance and Footwork

Having a solid stance and proper footwork is the foundation of effective stand-up
fighting. William Scanlan emphasizes the importance of maintaining balance,
being light on your feet, and constantly moving to create angles for strikes and
defense.

Your stance should allow you to deliver powerful strikes while staying well-
balanced and able to defend against incoming attacks. Practice different stances
and find the one that suits your style, but always remember to keep your guard
up.

2. Master the Basics of Striking

Before diving into complex techniques, it's crucial to master the basics of striking.
William Scanlan stresses the significance of honing your jab, cross, hook,
uppercut, and various kicks.

A well-executed jab can set up combinations and gauges your distance. Crosses
and hooks deliver powerful punches, while uppercuts are devastating in close-
quarter combat. Furthermore, kicks provide an additional arsenal to attack legs,
body, and head with precision.

3. Utilize Effective Head Movement

Head movement is a vital skill that can make all the difference in stand-up
fighting. William Scanlan believes in using head movement to evade incoming
strikes and create counterattack opportunities.
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By employing techniques such as slips, ducks, rolls, and pivots, you can make it
difficult for your opponent to land clean shots, leaving them open for your own
devastating strikes.

4. Develop Powerful Knees and Elbows

Add another layer to your stand-up fighting arsenal by mastering the devastating
power of knees and elbows. William Scanlan excels in delivering swift and
powerful strikes with his knees and elbows, causing significant damage to his
opponents.

Practice generating force and accuracy with knee strikes, both from the clinch
and in the open. Elbows, on the other hand, can be used effectively in close-
range combat, particularly during clinches and on the ground.

5. Enhance Your Defense with Effective Blocking and Counters

While landing powerful strikes is crucial, defense is equally essential in stand-up
fighting. William Scanlan emphasizes the art of blocking and countering
effectively to minimize damage and gain an advantage.

Master various blocking techniques such as parries, high guards, and slips to
defend against incoming strikes. Combine these with counters like hooks,
uppercuts, or leg kicks to catch your opponent off-guard and leave them
vulnerable.

In

Mastering stand-up fighting is a journey that requires dedication, persistence, and
guidance from experts like William Scanlan. By perfecting your stance, striking
techniques, head movement, and adding powerful knees and elbows to your
arsenal, you'll become a formidable presence in the MMA arena.



Remember, practicing these skills in a controlled environment with professional
guidance is essential to ensure your safety and proper technique execution. So,
get ready to enhance your stand-up fighting skills and make a name for yourself
with William Scanlan's invaluable tips and guidance!
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Learn how to MMA fight from the standing position. Within MMA: STAND-UP
FIGHTING TIPS we discuss such aspects as movement, positioning, breathing,
baiting, attacking, and much more.
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MMA Stand Up Fighting Tips - Master the Art of
William Scanlan
Are you ready to take your MMA stand-up fighting skills to the next level?
Look no further, as we dive into the amazing art of stand-up fighting
techniques with none other...
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can improve. In this article, we...
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